Plasmonic nanorulers (PNRs)---rulers that transduce distance via a distance-dependent spectral shift of a coupled plasmon resonance---have been in development for at least a decade.^[@ref1]−[@ref7]^ However, their widespread incorporation into robust sensing platforms has been impeded by technical challenges associated with precisely defining, modulating, and detecting nanoscale separation distances between two surface plasmon-supporting structures. Nevertheless, the development of PNRs for sensing remains attractive due to their exquisite, angstrom-scale sensitivity to distance.^[@ref8]^ This distance sensitivity can be exploited in a manner similar to Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based sensors, but in the case of PNRs the distance sensitivity extends over a longer range^[@ref2]^ and signal transduction is more stable since it is not susceptible to photobleaching.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^

The use of PNRs in sensing has been hindered by the lack of a viable strategy to create a PNR platform that is both efficient---in fabrication and characterization---and robust. PNR sensors in the form of colloidal nanoparticle (NP) assemblies^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ are efficient from the standpoint of high-throughput signal transduction, because many PNRs can be interrogated with a single spectroscopic measurement, and also from the standpoint of fabrication since the process relies on self-assembly. However, the main disadvantage of colloidal PNRs is that they are not robust. The stability of colloids in suspension is extremely sensitive to salt concentration and other solutes such as proteins and DNA, and so it is challenging to use colloidal PNR sensors in direct contact with biological fluids such as blood or serum.

A more robust method to create PNR sensors is to immobilize them onto a substrate^[@ref2],[@ref3],[@ref7],[@ref13]−[@ref15]^ to minimize the risk of colloidal flocculation during a sensing experiment. Indeed, this strategy has enabled PNRs to sensitively detect biomolecules, even in complex media such as serum.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ However, a major drawback that prevents surface-based NP dimer PNR sensors from being widely used is the low efficiency of their synthesis. As a result, their characterization is often cumbersome and time-consuming, as it must be done one PNR at a time using a microscope to identify single PNRs among a large background population of plasmon resonant NPs that are not PNRs.

We recently demonstrated a surface-based version of the PNR where distances can be measured using plasmon coupling between gold NPs and a thin gold film (NP--film).^[@ref8],[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ Here, NP--film PNRs are created with 100% yield by simply immobilizing NPs to the gold film with an intervening molecular spacer that is typically deposited on the gold film before NP deposition. To understand the optical properties of film-coupled NPs, the gold film (analogous to a reflecting mirror) can be conceptually replaced by an image dipole; light scattered from a film-coupled NP thus resembles that scattered from two "real" metal NPs that are physically separated in space.^[@ref18]^ Because the NP--film PNR requires only chemically synthesized gold NPs to be tethered to a bulk gold film by a molecular linker, and because these NPs are easy to reproducibly synthesize with controlled sizes and shapes, the NP--film PNR allows one to efficiently create, identify, and interrogate millions of identical molecular rulers. Since the NP--film PNR fabrication process results in such a uniform population of PNRs, it is possible to simultaneously interrogate an ensemble of PNRs with a single optical measurement, as opposed to having to identify and characterize the rulers one-by-one, as is the case for immobilized NP dimer PNRs. The significance of ensemble measurements is that they dramatically increase the signal-to-noise ratio, analytical precision and accuracy, and throughput of the PNR sensor.^[@ref8]^ The high efficiency of the NP--film format combined with the robust nature of the surface-bound PNR platforms suggests that the NP--film PNR is well suited for incorporation into more user-friendly PNR sensing schemes.

The NP--film PNR still faces a significant challenge to be useful for biosensing, which is the development of a strategy to make high-throughput PNR measurements in an aqueous environment. This is a nontrivial challenge because a reflective, metallic film is an integral part of the NP--film PNR sensing platform. Initial configuration of the platform^[@ref18]^ assumed the PNR to be in air (dry state) and interrogated using reflected dark field microscopy, which does not easily accommodate hydrated NP--film samples due to the fact that, at least for the case of spherical NPs, NP--film PNRs must be illuminated at an oblique angle so as excite the coupled NP--film resonance. In reflected dark field imaging the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective determines the illumination angle, and so high-NA objectives provide better NP--film PNR excitation. However, imaging through a water--air or glass--air interface with high-NA reflected dark field objectives, which are not available as immersion objectives, usually creates high background scattering that degrades the NP--film PNR signal. To combat this problem, we explored the use of totally internally reflected (TIR) white light illumination coupled into the back side of a glass/gold film substrate using a prism, which facilitates the use of liquid cells on top of the gold film surface.^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ This approach was successful to some degree, but it is spectrally complicated due to the strong presence of the gold film SPR, which is also excited in the TIR configuration.

The focus of this paper is to demonstrate a new and experimentally convenient method to make high-throughput NP--film PNR measurements in water using more standard laboratory equipment. We show that when semitransparent gold films (30 nm thick) are used to create the NP--film PNRs, they can be characterized in a transmitted light configuration, where the ensemble NP--film extinction is measured using a standard UV--vis spectrophotometer from an NP--film PNR sample inserted into a cuvette. This measurement configuration is similar to the previously demonstrated transmission localized surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy (T-LSPR, also called T-SPR) configuration,^[@ref19]−[@ref24]^ where the extinction of a population of plasmon resonant NPs immobilized onto a transparent substrate is measured by a spectrophotometer. The advantages of this technique are that (1) the instrumentation required is standard equipment, as spectrophotometers are relatively inexpensive and widely used; (2) the spectroscopic measurement is of an ensemble of sensors, which increases accuracy, precision, and throughput; and (3) the configuration is amenable to hydrated sensing experiments given the use of a standard spectrophotometry cuvette as a sample container and a transmitted light optical configuration. We present herein a characterization and distance calibration of the hydrated NP--film PNR in T-LSPR mode and then demonstrate that the NP--film T-LSPR PNR can be used to detect dynamic, angstrom-scale thickness changes in molecular spacer layers in response to changes in solution pH. This demonstration should prove to be an important step toward the incorporation of PNRs into useful sensing platforms that require aqueous environments or into those where a collinear optical path is favorable over a reflected geometry.

![Excitation of the coupled nanoparticle--film (NP--film) resonance depends on the illuminating beam having p-polarization or a polarization dipole component that aligns along the axis defined by the NPs and film. In a collinear transmitted light configuration using unpolarized light, the illumination of a NP--film sample at normal incidence results effectively in s-polarized illumination and is incapable of exciting the coupled NP--film resonance because all polarization dipoles in the propagating beam are orthogonal to the NP--film resonant dipole axis (A). If the NP--film sample is placed at an angle relative to the illumination path, then the NP--film resonant dipole can be excited because some fraction of the propagating beam contributes to p-polarization (B).](ph-2014-00190q_0006){#fig1}
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Excitation of the coupled NP--film resonance depends on the illuminating beam having a polarization component that aligns along the axis normal to the surface of the gold film. We and others have shown this previously by demonstrating that NP--film reflectivity and surface-enhanced Raman measurements reveal strong interaction with p-polarized incident light and minimal interaction with s-polarized light.^[@ref8],[@ref17],[@ref25]−[@ref27]^ Thus, the key to exciting the coupled NP--film resonance using a transmitted, collinear optical extinction measurement is to place the sample at an angle relative to the light path so that the propagating beam has a polarization component that contributes to p-polarization and is capable of exciting the NP--film dipole (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). If the NP--film axis, which is normal to the film surface, is parallel to the axis of the propagating beam (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), then the illumination is effectively s-polarized and is incapable of exciting the NP--film resonance because the axes of the film-coupled NP dipoles are all orthogonal to the electric field component of the beam. As soon as the NP--film sample is rotated such that the NP--film axis is not parallel to the axis of the propagating beam (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), then the electric field component of the beam can contribute to p-polarized illumination of the NP--film sample, hence exciting the NP--film resonant dipoles.

We demonstrate the effect of illumination angle on the NP--film LSPR measurement in both reflectivity and transmission measurements. Reflectivity was measured using a variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE), and transmission measurements were made using a UV--vis spectrophotometer and custom slide holders (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--C) to support NP--film samples inside standard, 1 cm spectrophotometer cuvettes such that the angular orientation of the sample could be controlled relative to the incident light. With these mounts, we were able to make NP--film LSPR extinction measurements at a series of angles to compare the PNR response seen from reflectivity and transmission illumination modes.

We created an NP--film sample with a 30 nm gold film, a single polyelectrolyte (PE) spacer layer (poly(allylamine) hydrochloride, PAH), and 60 nm gold NPs at a surface coverage of ∼5 NPs per μm^2^, which produced an NP--film separation distance of \<1 nm so as to obtain a red-shifted, coupled NP--film LSPR. A reflected dark field image and corresponding scanning electron micrograph showing NP surface coverage of such a sample can be seen in the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} and shows that the surface coverage of the NPs is high enough that single NPs are not individually resolved in the optical image, but still low enough that lateral plasmonic coupling between NPs is minimal.^[@ref17]^

![To demonstrate the effect of illumination angle on transmission localized surface plasmon resonance (T-LSPR) spectroscopy of a coupled nanoparticle--film (NP--film) sample, we designed slide holders (A, B) that fit into standard 1 cm spectrophotometer cuvettes (C). (D) Reflectivity spectra at various p-polarized illumination angles relative to the normal to the gold film of a dry sample composed of 60 nm gold NPs separated from 30 nm thick gold film (supported by a glass microscope slide) by 1 polyelectrolyte (PE) spacer layer, which positioned the NPs \<1 nm away from the gold film. The coupled NP--film resonance increases in intensity as the illumination angle increases. The same sample is characterized in water using T-LSPR spectroscopy (unpolarized illumination) and the slide holders in A and B. (E) Similar to the reflectivity measurements in D, the coupled NP--film resonance increases with increasing illumination angle in the transmitted configuration. The coupled NP--film resonance is not apparent in the spectrum when the illumination angle is 0°. The spectra in E are baseline corrected so that they all have the same average absorbance value in the noisy region between 850 and 900 nm that defines the base of the long-wavelength side of the NP--film resonance peak. Spectra in D and E are normalized/baseline corrected to a blank spectrum taken of a gold film sample containing the PE spacer layer and no immobilized NPs. Insets in D and E depict the respective detection modes (S: source, D: detector).](ph-2014-00190q_0007){#fig2}

Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D shows the extinction of the dry NP--film sample measured in reflectivity mode using p-polarized light and with illumination angle varying from 45° to 70° relative to the normal to the gold film surface. In each case, the sample spectrum is normalized to a blank spectrum of a gold film containing 1 PE layer and no immobilized NPs. The general trend in this data is that the NP--film extinction peak intensifies as the angle is increased. There are two reasons for this trend in the data. The first reason is that as the angle of illumination increases, the number of film-coupled NPs interrogated by the beam increases due to the elongation of the illuminated spot on the substrate. The second and more significant reason for the trend in the data is that as the illumination angle increases, the polarization of the excitatory electric field in the illumination beam is better aligned with the NP--film resonant dipole, which is aligned along the axis normal to the surface of the gold film.

Using the same NP--film sample with a 1-PE spacer layer, we collected NP--film extinction spectra in T-LSPR mode using a spectrophotometer with the samples inserted into the custom slide holders contained inside of water-filled cuvettes, which positioned the sample at various illumination angles (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Here again, the sample spectra were baseline corrected to blank spectra collected at each angle from samples containing 30 nm gold film, 1 PE layer, and no immobilized NPs. We used unpolarized light from the spectrophotometer in this case so as to make the T-LSPR measurement in the simplest possible optical configuration, though we note that a polarizer can be easily added to the optical path. When the sample was positioned such that the illumination angle was at 0° relative to the gold film surface normal (i*.*e., such that the NP--film resonant dipoles are parallel to the propagating beam), an illumination angle that was not possible in reflectivity mode due to instrument limitations, the red-shifted NP--film resonance was not apparent at all in the spectrum. There was, however, a weak resonance peak located at ∼545 nm, which we attribute to a slight excitation of the uncoupled 60 nm NP LSPR. The absence of the coupled NP--film resonance is due to the illumination in this case being effectively s-polarized and incapable of exciting the coupled NP--film resonance. It is not until the illumination angle increases that the red-shifted NP--film coupled resonance appears at ∼740 nm. The NP--film resonance in this case is red-shifted relative to the reflectivity data because the T-LSPR data were taken in water. We note that in the T-LSPR spectra we collected throughout these experiments, it was not uncommon for the overall baseline signal levels to vary slightly from sample to sample. We attribute this to a combination of instrument baseline drift and the slight variation in sample placement that is caused by the tolerance of the 3D printed slide holders. Thus, the increasing NP--film extinction peak with increasing illumination angle presented in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E becomes more apparent and similar to that seen in the reflectivity data (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D), after the spectra are baseline adjusted to a feature common to all the spectra, which we chose to be the average extinction value of the noisy region between 850 and 900 nm that defines the base of the long-wavelength side of the NP--film extinction peak.

The data presented in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} show that the ability to excite the coupled NP--film resonance in transmission mode is crucially dependent on the illumination angle being such that the axis of the coupled NP--film dipole is not parallel to the propagating illumination beam, so that the illumination contributes to p-polarized excitation. It is interesting to note that similar T-LSPR measurements have been made on NP--film samples,^[@ref28]−[@ref32]^ and in some cases a distinct, coupled NP--film resonance was not observed. In some instances,^[@ref28],[@ref31]^ the films were extremely thin (4 nm) and described as gold nanoislands, which were being coupled to a dense, close-packed network of very small NPs (12--13 nm diameter) entrapped within polymer brushes to make sensitive plasmonic pH sensors. Since the film in this case was likely not continuous and the NPs likely penetrate to some degree into the polymer brush films to form a complex plasmonically coupled 3D network,^[@ref33]^ the coupled resonant dipoles---both NP--NP coupling and NP--nanoisland coupling---responsible for the sensor signal were likely varying dramatically in orientation. We presume that the apparent shift in the native LSPR of the Au nanoislands with the addition of nearby NPs into the polymer brushes was measured with some degree of NP--NP and NP--nanoisland LSPR coupling from resonant dipoles that could be excited by s-polarized illumination at normal incidence. Polymer swelling was detected by a plamson shift from the ensemble, networked NP assembly as the polymer brushes changed configuration.

In systems where the coupled LSPR dipoles vary in orientation, it is difficult to correlate the plasmon shifts observed to precise changes in the coupled LSPR separation distance, which complicates calibration of the PNR and hinders the ability to perform PNR measurements where distance changes are measured. These systems work well for detecting polymer swelling, but they depend on the ability to form close-packed NP networks, which is aided by the use of NP multilayers or 3D branched polymer brushes containing many NP binding sites on each brush. They would likely suffer from lack of signal in cases where a molecular layer binding NPs to film does not promote the formation of an immobilized high-density, close-packed NP network (e.g., a monolayer of biomolecules designed to bind 1 NP per molecule) due to the lack of coupled resonant dipoles excitable by s-polarized illumination at a 0° illumination angle.

These previous NP--film T-LSPR studies are drastically different from the NP--film system presented in this paper, where much larger, 60 nm NPs are used at much lower film surface coverage (∼5 NPs per μm^2^), and all of the coupled NP--film resonant dipoles have the same orientation (aligned normal to the gold film surface), excitable by p-polarized illumination. The results we see in our NP--film T-LSPR measurements are most similar to those observed by Okamoto and Yamaguchi^[@ref32]^ in an early characterization of the plasmonic coupling between gold NPs of various sizes and 25 nm thick gold film, where they observed distinct, coupled NP--film resonances in addition to native NP LSPRs with increasing T-LSPR illumination angle and p-polarized illumination. In such a system where the film-coupled NPs are all separated from the underlying continuous film by a uniform separation distance, it is straightforward to correlate shifts in the coupled NP--film LSPR to changes in the NP--film separation distance using a similar approach to our previous reports on NP--film PNRs.^[@ref8],[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ In this NP--film system, the coupled resonance responsible for PNR signal transduction arises from the coupling of single NPs to the underlying film, with minimal contribution from lateral NP--NP coupling,^[@ref17]^ and hence it will not suffer from the use of molecular spacer layers that do not promote dense, close-packed NP immobilization.

We next used the NP--film PNR in the T-LSPR configuration to interrogate small, dynamic molecular conformational changes by measuring the actuation of molecular spacer layers in response to solution pH. It has been shown previously that PE multilayers containing at least one weak PE, such as PAH, will swell and deswell in response to solution pH changes^[@ref34]−[@ref37]^ because of protonation and deprotonation as a function of solution pH. While this swelling behavior has been shown previously using PE multilayers consisting of many bilayers, we show here how the NP--film PNR can be used to probe this actuation using only 1--3 PE layers (i.e., 0.5--1.5 bilayers), which highlights the unique ability of the NP--film PNR to sense distance changes from very thin molecular layers.

![(A) A nanoparticle--film (NP--film) plasmon nanoruler (PNR) is used in transmission localized surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy (T-LSPR, 60° illumination angle) mode to characterize pH-induced swelling of a molecular spacer layer composed of 3 polyelectrolyte (PE) layers. (B) Spectra show the coupled NP--film LSPR blue-shifted by incubation at pH 2, suggesting that the 60 nm gold NPs have been pushed away from the underlying 30 nm gold film because the PE layer is in a swollen state. The NP--film LSPR red shifts when the sample is immersed in pH 12 solution, suggesting PE layer deswelling. (C) The NP--film LSPR peak centroid is plotted over the course of 8 pH switches, indicating semireversible pH-induced layer swelling. The data suggest that the PE layer experiences a net contraction after 8 pH switches, each of which consisted of a 30 min incubation time at the respective pH.](ph-2014-00190q_0001){#fig3}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the NP--film PNR T-LSPR response from a pH swelling experiment in which we observed the actuation of a 3-PE layer (3L) sample over eight pH switches. We used layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition of oppositely charged PEs,^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ PAH, and polystyrenesulfonate (PSS), with PAH being the initial and terminal layers and also the weak PE that is susceptible to protonation with a change in pH. For this initial experiment, we deposited all three layers (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) from solutions containing 3 mM of the PE (with respect to the monomer molecular weight) and 1 M NaCl dissolved in ultrapure water and made no attempt to adjust the pH of the deposition solutions.

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B shows representative NP--film T-LSPR data at each pH value. The NP--film coupled resonance, which is the strong peak between 650 and 700 nm, red shifts when the pH is switched from 2 to 12. This implies that at pH 2 the NPs on top of the 3L sample are further away from the film, because the PE multilayer is swollen, and that at pH 12 the NPs are closer to the film because the PE multilayer has contracted. This swelling trend is consistent with previous studies using multiple PE bilayers.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ Once the NP--film LSPR peak location is plotted versus pH (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C), we see that there is a semireversible trend in the peak shift throughout the eight pH cycles. In the initial cycle, the switch from pH 2 to 12 results in a larger red shift than the blue shift that occurs when the pH is switched back from 12 to 2. This trend is consistent throughout the remainder of the cycles and implies that the 3L multilayer experienced a net contraction over the eight successive pH cycles.

To correlate the NP--film LSPR peak shifts we observed during the pH switches with changes in the molecular spacer layer thickness, we conducted an NP--film PNR distance calibration study similar to those we have demonstrated previously^[@ref8],[@ref17]^ with the exception that this study was done in aqueous solution using both reflectivity ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}) and T-LSPR NP--film extinction measurements. In the past we have only been able to perform this distance calibration of the NP--film PNR in the dry state, using either reflected dark field scattering or reflectivity extinction measurements. We created a series of NP--film samples with PE spacer layers of increasing thickness using LBL deposition of PEs. We used *in situ* ellipsometry to estimate the thicknesses of the hydrated PE spacer layers ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}), which are plotted along with the hydrated NP--film T-LSPR data to create a calibration curve.

![Nanoparticle--film (NP--film) plasmon nanoruler (PNR) transmission localized surface plasmon (T-LSPR) spectroscopy response using 60 nm Au NPs and 30 nm Au film was calibrated in water by creating NP--film samples using polyelectrolyte (PE) spacer layers with increasing thickness. (A) T-LSPR spectra (60° illumination angle, p-polarized) show the NP--film extinction spectra using PE spacer layers varying in thickness from 1 to 15 layers. The coupled NP--film LSPR blue shifts with increasing number of spacer layers. (B) The NP--film LSPR peak position is plotted versus NP--film separation distance, which is set by the PE spacer layer thickness, and shows the expected nonlinear blue shift of the NP--film LSPR with increasing NP--film separation distance. These data were fitted to a power law function (line plotted in B) and serve as a calibration curve for the NP--film PNR interrogated by T-LSPR spectroscopy.](ph-2014-00190q_0002){#fig4}

The NP--film T-LSPR data from the calibration study done in water is shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Similar data from both hydrated and dry PE layers in reflectivity and transmission modes are shown in the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. We were able to identify a distinct NP--film coupled resonance in the T-LSPR extinction spectra (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A) for the NP--film samples with spacer layers extending out to 15 PE layers, which corresponded to a 34 nm separation distance between the NPs and film. Spectra from the 7L, 9L, and 11L ("*n*L" where "*n*" is the number of layers) NP--film samples produced oddly shaped NP--film extinction peaks, which we attribute to a spectral mixing effect between the uncoupled 60 nm NP LSPR and the coupled NP--film LSPR. Interestingly, this spectral mixing effect was not as apparent in the data taken in reflectivity mode or in the dry T-LSPR data (see [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for more discussion). We were able to minimize the effect of these features by inserting an inexpensive linear polarizer sheet into the spectrophotomer light path so as to deliver only p-polarized illumination to the NP--film samples, which preferentially excites the coupled NP--film resonance and, hence, produces more accurate NP--film LSPR peak positions to use for the distance calibration. We did not use the polarizer for the studies presented in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} or [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, because the use of the polarizer does not significantly alter the peak location for thin NP--film spacer layers such as the ones used in these studies ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}).

Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B shows the coupled NP--film LSPR peak position, as determined by calculating the centroid of the top 50% of the peaks, plotted against the NP--film separation distance, which shows the expected nonlinear blue-shifting LSPR trend with distance. We fitted these data to a power law function^[@ref8],[@ref17],[@ref40]^ by performing a linear regression (*R*^2^ = 0.972 49) of the data plotted on a log--log scale ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). These regression data for the T-LSPR data were used as a calibration curve to estimate dynamic changes in thickness from hydrated molecular layers in T-LSPR mode. The calibration curve determined from the fitting procedure was *y* = 768.635*x*^--0.08692^ and is shown as a solid line in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B.

With the NP--film PNR T-LSPR calibration curve as reference to convert wavelength shifts in the NP--film LSPR to changes in distance, we used the NP--film PNR to compare the pH-induced swelling behavior of molecular spacer layers that differ in thickness and fabrication conditions. It has been suggested previously that the swelling behavior and thickness of PE multilayers are affected by the pH and ionic strength of the deposition solution.^[@ref35]−[@ref37],[@ref41]^ We used the NP--film PNR to investigate the pH swelling behavior of very thin PE layers, consisting of 3 PE layers (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C) and only 1 PE layer (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). For both PE layer thicknesses, we also compared the swelling behavior of layers deposited from PE solutions containing 1 M NaCl in ultrapure water with those deposited from solutions that contained no additional NaCl and were adjusted to be pH 10, which is above the p*K*~a~ of PAH (p*K*~a~ ∼9;^[@ref37]^ these layers are designated "NS-pH10", where "NS" stands for "no salt"). Each of the layers produced distinct dry ellipsometric thicknesses and corresponding NP--film LSPR peak positions after NP deposition: 24.7 Å and 612.9 nm for 3L, 20.1 Å and 623.9 nm for 3L NS-pH10, 3.8 Å and 654.3 nm for 1L, and 5.0 Å and 654.8 nm for 1L NS-pH10. The 3L samples showed a difference in thickness between the two deposition conditions, as indicated by the ellipsometric thickness and by the NP--film LSPR position. This observation is supported by previous studies showing that PE layers generally form thicker layers when deposited from solutions containing higher salt concentration.^[@ref41]^ Though the 1L samples showed a slight thickness variation (1.2 Å) in the ellipsometry data, the dry NP--film PNR LSPR peak positions differ only by 0.5 nm (corresponding roughly to 0.1 Å in thickness using the dry NP--film PNR sensitivity determined in Hill et al.^[@ref8]^), which suggests that these 1L layers are quite similar in thickness. This discrepancy between the ellipsometry and PNR data is not surprising, as we have found that our ellipsometric thickness values below ∼10 Å are not as accurate due to inherent limitations of ellipsometry.^[@ref8]^

A summary of the pH-induced swelling of the multiple layers characterized by the NP--film PNR in T-LSPR mode is shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and B. The PNR measurement was determined by tracking the coupled NP--film LSPR peak position for each layer type at each pH and then using the calibration curve generated by our calibration study (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) to convert the peak positions to NP--film separation distances, which is designated as "PNR measurement". These data are from hydrated NP--film samples, and even so, the thickness trends we observed from the dry layers discussed above are also observed for the hydrated layers. The 3L sample fabricated in the non-pH-adjusted solutions containing salt was significantly thicker than the 3L NS-pH10 sample, both initially when immersed in pH 2 solution and throughout the pH cycles. Both 1L samples also had similar thicknesses initially at the first pH 2 measurement. Also, similar to the data from Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, all layers demonstrated semireversible swelling such that after the 8 pH incubations all layers appeared to have experienced a net contraction relative to their initial thickness as measured at pH 2. We note that we have cycled a 1L sample through 16 pH switches over the course of 2 days and observed that the net layer contraction over successive pH cycles seems to approach an asymptotic limit after many pH cycles ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}).

A striking feature that is consistent throughout all of the PE spacer layer pH data in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} is that the NS-pH10 layers showed increased deswelling and swelling throughout the pH cycles relative to the layers that were deposited from solutions containing salt and ultrapure water that was not pH adjusted. The average deswelling and swelling between each pH switch for the 3L sample in terms of layer thickness were 4.4 Å (deswelling) and 2.3 Å (swelling), respectively, whereas the same figures for the 3L NS-pH10 sample were 5.0 Å (deswelling) and 3.4 Å (swelling). For the 1L samples, the averages were 1.8 Å (deswelling) and 0.5 Å (swelling) for the 1L sample and 2.5 Å (deswelling) and 1.3 Å (swelling) for the 1L NS-pH10 sample. The 3L NS-pH10 samples experienced 14% more deswelling and 48% more swelling relative to the 3L samples, and the 1L NS-pH10 samples experienced 41% more deswelling and 152% more swelling relative to the 1L samples.

Further study is required to firmly establish the trends in PE layer swelling observed from these NP--film PNR experiments and also to elucidate the effect, if any, of the NP stabilizing ligand (citrate) on the PNR response to pH changes. Nevertheless, the trends presented here qualitatively support those seen from previous studies showing pH-induced swelling of PE layers.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ It has been shown before that PE multilayers containing PAH and PSS show exaggerated pH-induced swelling when the multilayers are assembled from alkaline solutions near the p*K*~a~ of PAH.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^ This is likely due to the increased incorporation of free amines into the PE multilayers, which creates a large amount of electrostatic repulsion when the pH is reduced to the point that all amines become protonated and positively charged. However, in contrast to previous reports,^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^ our data suggest that the PE layers fabricated from relatively acidic solutions that were not pH adjusted to 10 are also capable of pH-induced swelling. We note here that the relatively acidic fabrication solutions used in this study also contained 1 M NaCl, whereas the pH \< 10 fabrication solutions in the previous studies did not.

![A nanoparticle--film (NP--film) plasmon nanoruler (PNR) was used to investigate the pH-induced swelling behavior of different molecular spacer layers. The parameter "PNR measurement", which is determined by converting the NP−film LSPR peak positions to NP−film separation distance using the calibration curve determined in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, is plotted against pH for each spacer layer. Swelling of polyelectrolyte (PE) spacer layers fabricated in the presence of 1 M NaCl (dark green squares) and also without NaCl and with pH adjusted to pH 10 (designated as "NS-pH10", light green open circles) was compared. The 3 PE layer samples ("3L", C) show differing initial thicknesses and similar semireversible pH-induced swelling behavior (A). Both 1L (D) samples have similar initial thickness values and showed qualitatively similar swelling to the 3L samples (B). The NS-pH10 samples on average show a higher degree of swelling and deswelling relative to the same layers fabricated from solutions containing 1 M NaCl. A self-assembled monolayer of an 11-carbon amine-terminated thiol (C11 amine thiol, E) also demonstrated pH-induced swelling behavior (B, blue triangles).](ph-2014-00190q_0003){#fig5}

We also tested the susceptibility of an amine-terminated 11-carbon alkanethiol (C11 amine thiol) self-assembled monolayer (SAM) to pH-induced changes in NP--film separation distance using the NP--film PNR in T-LSPR mode (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). The PNR data report a surprising degree of actuation (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B, blue triangles), as we expected the amine thiol SAM spacer layer to be more well-ordered and less prone to electrostatic reorganization relative to the disordered PE spacer layers. However, the data we obtained from the NP--film PNR suggest that the amine thiol layer changes similarly to the PE layers, increasing the NP--film separation distance at pH 2 and decreasing it at pH 12.

We propose two mechanisms that may contribute to the pH-induced modulation of the NP--film separation distance observed for the amine thiol SAM spacer layer. The first is that the PNR may be transducing differences in the relative affinity of the amine group toward the gold NPs at the different pH values. We assume here that the gold NPs associate directly with the amine groups of the SAM due to the known affinity of amine groups toward gold^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ and the propensity of the citrate anions on the gold NPs to be easily displaced by amine groups.^[@ref44]^ However, it is believed that protonated amine groups do not interact as strongly with gold surfaces due to their loss of the free electron pair upon protonation.^[@ref42],[@ref45]^ Thus, we hypothesize that at extremely low pH values the amines become fully protonated and start to lose their affinity toward the gold NPs, which may encourage the NPs to move away from the SAM and underlying gold film. As the pH increases, the amines become fully deprotonated, which causes a tighter association with the gold NPs and pulls the NPs toward the SAM and gold film. The second mechanism we propose for the observed pH-induced swelling of the amine thiol SAM, which seems more likely than the first proposed mechanism, is that the SAM itself reorganizes in response to pH changes due to protonation and deprotonation of the terminal amine groups. It is commonly accepted that when SAMs form, the thiol molecules assume some degree of tilt relative to the gold surface,^[@ref46],[@ref47]^ which represents a molecular arrangement with a minimum free energy. In the case of amine thiol SAMs, it is reasonable to expect that the packing and orientation of the molecules within the SAM depend on the charge state of the amine groups and that the SAM can reorganize slightly with changes in the charge state. The electrostatic reorganization of SAMs with charged terminal functional groups has been investigated in previous reports.^[@ref48]−[@ref50]^ We suggest that when the amine thiol SAM is immersed in pH 2 solution, the SAM reorganizes slightly and effectively increases in thickness due to charge repulsion of the protonated, positively charged amine groups, and at pH 12, the SAM assumes a more compact configuration when the amines are fully deprotonated and uncharged.

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

The results presented herein are an important step forward in making the PNR technology more useful and accessible to researchers by adapting it for cuvette-based sensing studies that can be performed with standard spectrophotometers using T-LSPR spectroscopy. The distinctive feature of the platform we describe here relative to previous reports of T-LSPR measurements involving plasmonic coupling is that this NP--film system---instead of relying on the ability to form close-packed NP networks for adequate LSPR coupling response---simply uses single 60 nm NPs plasmonically coupled to a 30 nm film, which produces uniformly aligned resonant dipoles that shift in wavelength very sensitively with subtle changes in NP--film separation distance. The coupled NP--film LSPR, and hence the precise NP--film separation distance, can be probed directly by T-LSPR measurements as long as the sample is placed at an angle relative to the illumination beam such that the NP--film axis is not parallel to the illumination beam and some degree of p-polarization is achieved. To enable high-throughput NP--film PNR studies that can be conducted in aqueous solutions, we used cuvette slide holders to place the NP--film PNR samples at an optimal angle relative to the collinear optical path defined by the spectrophotometer. This allows NP--film PNR samples to be immersed in various solutions in the cuvette and enables measurement of the response from millions of NP--film PNRs simultaneously by a single spectroscopic measurement from a standard UV--vis spectrophotometer. We calibrated the distance sensitivity of the T-LSPR mode NP--film PNR in water, which we used to suggest pH-induced angstrom-scale swelling and deswelling of PE spacer layers as thin as 1 PE layer and also from a thin amine-terminated SAM. The ability to perform very sensitive, high-throughput PNR measurements in aqueous solution on dynamically changing molecular spacer layers using a UV--vis spectrophotometer is a first step in the quest to design technologically simple sensors that take advantage of the exquisite distance sensitivity of the NP--film PNR.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

Molecular Spacer Layer Preparation {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------

Gold films and the molecular spacer layers with attached gold nanoparticles were prepared and characterized similarly to our previously published articles.^[@ref8],[@ref17]^ Thin gold films of 30 nm were deposited in a class 100 clean room onto Nexterion Glass B slides ("clean room cleaned", Schott North America, Inc.) by an electron beam evaporator (CHA Industries) at 2 Å/s using a 5 nm chromium adhesion layer (deposited at 1 Å/s). Gold films were stored in 200 proof ethanol at 4 °C until use in experiments, as we have found previously that using more rigorous cleaning methods to completely remove all organic contaminants can have detrimental effects on our ability to produce good NP--film samples.^[@ref8]^ We use 30 nm gold films in this study as a compromise between our requirements of (1) maximizing the light transmission through the film and (2) producing a strong, coupled NP--film LSPR peak. We have found previously that 15 nm gold films produce a relatively weak and broadened coupled NP--film LSPR relative to 30 nm gold films. We avoid using films thicker than 30 nm because the 30 nm films produce an acceptable coupled NP--film response and adding thickness to the film would decrease the amount of light that can pass through the film, which would hinder T-LSPR NP--film measurements.

Polyelectrolyte spacer layers were prepared by layer-by-layer deposition^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ of poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (MW = 70 kDa, Aldrich) and polystyrenesulfonate (MW = 70 kDa, Aldrich). For each deposition step, the gold-coated glass slides were immersed in 0.003 mol-of-monomer/L PE and 1 M NaCl for 5 min, rinsed thoroughly with a gentle stream of ultrapure water (18 MΩ, used throughout), and immersed in fresh ultrapure water for 1 min, after which the substrates were either immersed in 1 M NaCl for 30 s before repeating the same steps for deposition of the oppositely charged PE or dried with a stream of high-purity nitrogen for analysis. No pH adjustments were made to the fabrication or rinse solutions. Solutions of PSS and PAH with 1 M NaCl were found to be pH 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. In the case of the NS-pH10 samples, the deposition procedure differed in that the solutions of PEs did not contain any additional NaCl and were adjusted to pH 10 using concentrated NaOH and sulfuric acid, and the brief NaCl rinse was replaced with a brief rinse in pH 10 water. All LBL depositions were initiated and terminated with the cationic PAH layer to facilitate both the attachment of the first PE layer to the gold film through amine--gold interactions^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ and the electrostatic immobilization of gold NPs to the PE spacer layer.

Self-assembled monolayers were fabricated on gold films using 11-amino-1-undecanethiol hydrochloride (referred to in this article as "C11 amine thiol", Sigma 674397, used as received). The SAMs were fabricated by incubating a gold slide in a clean glass vial containing a ∼2 mM thiol solution in 200 proof ethanol for 18 h. Following incubation, the vials containing the gold slides and thiol solutions were sonicated in a water bath at low power (power "4" out of "10" using a Crest Ultrasonics model 230D sonicator) for 2 min and then overflow rinsed with five reaction volumes of 200 proof ethanol. This sonication and rinsing step was performed a total of four times for each slide before removing the slide from the ethanol solution and drying it with a stream of high-purity nitrogen.

For most studies in this article, gold film samples were cut to size prior to deposition of molecular spacer layers and NPs. However, for the LBL calibration study, PE layers were deposited onto full gold film coated slides and then later cut into the pieces necessary to make dry and hydrated ellipsometry, spectroscopic reflectivity, and absorption measurements.

NP Deposition {#sec4.2}
-------------

Gold NPs (BBI) of 60 nm were electrostatically immobilized on each molecular spacer layer. Deposition of the gold NPs onto the PE layers was done by applying drops of the undiluted stock solution of gold NPs to each functionalized gold film for an incubation time of 30 min and then rinsing with ultrapure water and drying with a stream of high-purity nitrogen. This NP deposition results in 5--6 scatterers per μm^2^, with 98% of them being single NPs on gold film ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}).

Ellipsometry {#sec4.3}
------------

Molecular spacer layer thicknesses were characterized using a J.A. Woollam Co., Inc., M-88 variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer and WVASE32 software (version 3.460). Spectroscopic scans (277.5--763 nm) of each spacer layer were performed in three distinct regions of the functionalized gold films that did not contain immobilized NPs at 65°, 70°, and 75° relative to the normal of the surface of the slide. Ellipsometry data were analyzed using a two-layer model^[@ref51]^ composed of a bulk gold layer underneath an organic layer, which was used to represent the molecular layer. The thickness of each spacer layer was fitted using the Cauchy expression for normal dispersion^[@ref52]^ provided by the WVASE32 software using the default values for all parameters, including 1.45 for the parameter "*A*" representing the long wavelength asymptotic refractive index of the organic layer, such that the mean standard error of the fit was minimized. The nominal thickness of each spacer layer was determined to be the average of three independent thickness measurements of the spacer layer. The optical constants of the bare gold film were determined immediately prior to LBL deposition by spectroscopic scans of the bare gold films at 65°, 70°, and 75° and fitting *n* (refractive index) and *k* to the known values of bulk gold, which were provided by the WVASE32 software, to account for any shifts in the optical constants due to variation in the thickness of the gold films. These fitted optical constants for each gold slide were saved and used later, respectively, when fitting for thickness of the molecular layers deposited onto the gold slides.

*In Situ* Ellipsometry {#sec4.4}
----------------------

Hydrated thicknesses of the PE spacer layers used in the LBL calibration study were measured using the same ellipsometry system described above in the [Ellipsometry](#sec4.3){ref-type="other"} section. Inspired by liquid cell designs from Richter's group,^[@ref53],[@ref54]^ we fabricated a liquid cell by first creating a 3D printed mold (printed using a Stratasys Dimension 1200ES) to hold glass slides in place so as to create optical windows oriented to accept 70° illumination from the ellipsometer. The glass slides were then sealed to form a chamber with an open top using aquarium safe silicone sealant (see the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for more detail). The WVASE32 software was used along with a silicon standard to calculate and account for the optical effects of the liquid cell on the ellipsometry measurements. With the cell in place, containing a sample and filled with water, thickness measurements were made similar to the dry state, but using only a 70° illumination angle. The thicknesses were fitted using the same model described above, but included a top ambient layer of water in the model.

NP--Film Plasmonic Characterization {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------

Plasmonic properties of the NP--film samples were characterized by spectroscopic reflectivity and transmitted extinction measurements on dry and hydrated samples. Reflectivity spectra were acquired using the VASE instrument described above. Aside from the angle study presented in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, all reflectivity spectra were collected using an illumination beam directed at 70° relative to the gold film surface normal. Integration time was controlled by the "Revs/Meas" variable in the WVASE32 software, which was kept constant at 400 for all reflectivity spectra. The illumination beam was provided by the xenon lamp included with the instrument and had a beam diameter of ∼4 mm. Dry samples were simply placed on the ellipsometer stage for measurement, and hydrated samples were placed inside of the water-filled ellipsometry liquid cell described above. The spectral range of this VASE instrument is limited, which is why the spectra appear to be cropped at 775 nm. This is simply an instrument limitation that we accepted due to the ease with which reflectivity spectra at various angles can be acquired using a VASE. Reflectivity spectra containing a wider wavelength range from similar NP--film samples than those present here can be seen in Mock et al.^[@ref17]^

Transmitted extinction spectra were collected using a Cary 300 (Varian, Inc.) spectrophotometer equipped with a temperature controller. All spectra were collected at 25 °C using a 0.2 s/nm integration time. NP--film samples were inserted into standard size (1 cm path length) disposable plastic cuvettes containing custom slide holders that positioned the NP--film samples at various angles relative to the beam path of the instrument (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--C). The NP--film samples were positioned so that the illumination beam first passed through the gold film (with immobilized NPs) and then through the supporting glass slide. The beam size at the sample was set using the spectral bandwidth software parameter of 2, which produced a beam ∼3 mm wide and ∼7 mm tall. The slide holders were designed using Autocad and 3D printed from ABSplus thermoplastic using a Stratasys uPrint SE Plus. After 3D printing and support removal, the slide holders were sonicated in ultrapure water containing sodium dodecyl sulfate for 1 h, soaked overnight in the same solution, and then thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water before use. Aside from the angle study presented in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E, all extinction spectra were obtained using the 60° slide holders. Even though the NP--film LSPR peak is stronger in T-LSPR spectra acquired at greater illumination angles (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E), we used the 60° holder to ensure that the transmitted beam was not clipped by the width of the NP--film samples, which effectively narrows with respect to the collinear optical path as the illumination angle increases. Dry NP--film T-LSPR extinction spectra were obtained with samples mounted in the slide holders within cuvettes containing no water. Hydrated extinction spectra were acquired by simply adding water to the cuvette containing the slide holder and NP--film sample.

All NP--film sample spectra were normalized/baseline corrected to that of a gold film containing a corresponding molecular spacer layer and no immobilized NPs. This was done automatically by either the WVASE32 or the spectrophometer software through the acquisition of a blank spectrum. In the case of the spectrophotometer, the instrument was operated in double beam mode with the reference cell empty during sample acquisition.

Plasmon resonance peak positions were calculated by taking the centroid of top (or bottom in the case of reflectivity spectra where peaks are "dips") 50% of the resonances observed in either the transmitted extinction or the reflectivity curves. All of the NP--film spectra presented here represent the signal from millions of individual PNRs from each sample, and thus it was not necessary to take multiple spectra for each sample, as one would do if interrogating single PNRs on a sample one-by-one. The standard deviation from the population of PNRs on each sample is represented by the peak width of the NP--film LSPR and manifests itself in the calculation of the peak position through our use of the peak centroid to determine the peak position. For this reason, the data plots that show the NP--film LSPR or PNR measurement versus NP--film separation distance or pH do not have error bars.

pH-Induced Swelling Experiments {#sec4.6}
-------------------------------

pH-induced swelling experiments were done using four separate cuvettes and 60° slide holders: two cuvettes for the sample and blank with pH 2 water and two cuvettes for the sample and blank with pH 12 water. We did this to minimize cross contamination during the pH cycling, as the 3D printed slide holders are slightly porous. The low-pH solution was ultrapure water with concentrated sulfuric acid added dropwise until the pH of the solution reach 2.1, which we call "pH 2" throughout the article. The high-pH solution was ultrapure water with concentrated NaOH added dropwise until the pH of the solution reached 11.8, which we call "pH 12" here. We measured refractive indices (Bellingham & Stanley model 340 refractometer) of the pH 2 and pH 12 solutions to be 1.332 76 and 1.332 73, respectively, which indicates that there was a negligible difference in refractive index between the solutions. Each pH swelling experiment was initiated by placing an NP--film sample and corresponding blank sample into the pH 2 cuvettes containing 3D printed slide holders and incubated for 30 min, after which the extinction spectrum was obtained using the spectrophotometer. Then the NP--film samples were removed from the cuvettes containing the pH 2 solutions and added to the cuvettes containing the pH 12 solutions. These cuvettes containing the samples were then rinsed three times with fresh pH 12 solution before starting the 30 min incubation at pH 12 and then acquiring the pH 12 sample spectra. This process was repeated for each sample until eight pH switches were obtained.

Ellipsometry data, including a description of our *in situ* ellipsometry; images of representative NP--film samples; dry and hydrated reflectivity and T-LSPR NP--film spectra; dry and hydrated reflectivity and T-LSPR NP--film PNR calibration; data showing s-, p-, and unpolarized NP--film T-LSPR spectra; representative NP--film T-LSPR spectra from pH actuation studies; tabulated data from the pH swelling experiments; and data from an extended, 2-day 1L pH actuation study are included in the Supporting Information. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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